Join the IGHS & DEB Antiracist Book Club!

May 26, 12:00-1:00

We will discuss the book and the documentary.

We welcome anyone interested in the conversation, whether you have only read the book, only watched the film, or have done neither!

*Being Heumann: An Unrepentant Memoir of a Disability Rights Activist*  
by Judith Heumann

Judith Heumann, one of the most influential disability rights activists in US history, tells her personal story of fighting for the right to receive an education, have a job, and just be human.

*Crip Camp: A Disability Revolution*

An exuberant documentary by and about youth who in the 1970s attended Camp Jened in the Catskills. The camp included sports, smoking and make-out sessions. Disabled campers experienced liberation and full inclusion as human beings. Many later migrated West to Berkeley, a hotbed of activism, where friends from Camp Jened (including Judith Heumann) realized that disruption, civil disobedience, and political participation could change the future for millions.

Find out more at bit.ly/IGHSbookclub